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Property Area: 21.200m2 Living
Space Area: 350m2 Bedroom
Count: 4 Bathroom Count: 3 City:
Felanitx - Costitx - Cas Concos des
Cavaller

OBJECT ID: NB2500SN

PRICE: 2.200.000 €

NEW CONSTRUCTION-DREAM-FINCA IN THE
MIDDLE OF MALLORCA'S NATURE
A new construction Finca, exclusive and luxurious, which represents the
Mediterranean ﬂair and charm from the south both inside and outside from
its best side. An exceptional retreat where it is nice to live and breath
deeply.
The many integrated details make this property incomparable and oﬀer an
incomparably pleasing living experience. The beautiful ﬁnish and selection
of high quality materials create a warm and pleasant atmosphere, both in
the inside and the outside area.
The large terrace area invites you to enjoy the countless hours of sunshine
here on the island, and also to relax. But to really enjoy the Mallorca
property, nothing beats a spectacular pool, tiled with mosaic and
surrounded by a large Mediterranean landscaped garden.
The spacious property is located in the middle of the beautiful nature of
Mallorca, in a very calm neighborhood. Despite the rural location, you can
reach the next town very quickly, as well as the natural beaches and bays
in the east and south of the island. Furthermore, the property is a perfect
starting point for hikes, bike tours and walks, as the forest "Es Fangar" is
located in the immediate vicinity.
We aroused your interest and you would like to have further information
about this unique new construction Finca? Do not hesitate and feel free to
contact us.
- Your Immobilienbau Mallorca Team Ihr ImmobilienBau Mallorca
Mobil: 0034 - 609 814 326
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